A Paradigm Shift in

Computing and
IT Education
Examining the changing organizational alignment in
colleges of computer and information technology.
[ By Hal Berghel and David L. Sallach ]
he organization of computing
and information technology
(CIT) in academe is undergoing
a dramatic transformation. At an
accelerating rate, CIT programs
are being organized into schools
and colleges,1 rather than departments. An initial sense of the growing pace of
this transformation is provided in Figure 1a,
which is based on data from a survey of recent
CIT developments. For those schools and colleges formed through separation from an existing college, over 40 years passed between the first
and second separation. After seven more years,
two more CIT colleges were created. However,
between 1997 and 2001, eight departments
were upgraded via separation. In addition, 10
schools/colleges not shown in Figure 1a were
formed by mergers, originary organization, or
other processes.
The issues of greatest interest to CIT professionals are: reasons underlying the trend; possible changes, accompanying the shift, in how
CIT will be organized and administered in the
future; and whether the objectives of academic

T
1

Academic units included in this category are defined as those reporting to
the Provost level or higher.

units that are thus reorganizing themselves are
being realized. This article draws upon survey
data to provide an early view of what the evolving profession is trying to accomplish, and the
extent to which it is succeeding.

Description of the Surveyed Units
The first set of questions concerned the scale of
CIT unit operations. As Table 1 indicates, their
operating budgets range from a few hundred
thousand dollars to over $75 million; their external funding ranges from none to $58 million;
they have between 8,500 and 250,000 square
feet of space. Figure 1b provides a view of the
scale of the colleges responding to the survey.
One respondent college is a large outlier in both
operating budget and external funding, and its
data has been removed from the graph in order
to give a more intuitive sense of the scale factors
of the other respondents.
Another sense of scale is provided by the
number of majors the colleges offer, and the
number of credit hours the programs produce.
The number of majors ranges from five to 4,200
(mean=755); the number of credit hours generated ranges from 140 to 55,435 (mean=13,106).
As one would expect, the relationship between
number of majors and credit-hour production is
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ing structure. The vast majority of responding units
(16 of 19) report to either the Provost or the Vice
Chancellor.
A wide range of subject areas is being taught in CIT
schools and colleges as summarized in Figure 2b,
including a range of computer science, engineering,
and information systems topics, as well as more
specialized subjects such as e-commerce and
educational technology.
Respondents were also asked to provide additional
subjects offered by their program. These topics are
listed in the first column of Table 2. This list of CIT
specialties should not be regarded as complete. For
example, respondents proffered other subjects in the
first survey reported by Berghel [2]. These are listed in
the second column of Table 2. However, it is unlikely
all of the reported subject areas, those listed in the questionnaire and those volunteered in both years, exhaust
emerging CIT subject areas.
This breadth and diversity of subject areas suggests
that the process of CIT program evolution has yet to
slow down or stabilize. The future content of emerging
schools and colleges will be shaped, in part, by the professional discourse now under way among the faculty,
administrators, and constituencies of participating universities.

Motivation for Unit Autonomy
While the general trends are strikingly similar, the reorganization of each unit has its own history and context.
(top) Figure 1a. Year of
highly correlated.
It is therefore interesting, and potentially significant, to
separation (N=12). (bottom)
Separating
units
emerged
explore the profile and motivation underlying the move
Figure 1b. Scale of
from various colleges. Figure toward autonomy. Five possible motives arose from
separating units with
outlier removed (N=14).
2a shows which colleges the informal discussions with the participants at the first
new programs separated from, and the nature of the Computer Research Association (CRA) workshop,
present unit. It can be seen that the
which were included in the
largest group emerged from Arts
surveys. In response to the
Operating
External
Space
Budget
Funding
(in square feet) five motives, presented in
and Sciences; the second largest cat$0
$170,000
8,500
egory is none, which includes these Minimum
Table 3, respondents indiMaximum
58,000,000
76,500,000
250,000
responses to the question, “What Mean
cated whether each motive
5,542,151
9,682,483
57,577
College was your department in
was of slight, moderate, or
Table 1. Scale of
before the separation?” Answers
critical concern. Twelve of the 22 respondents (the
separating units
included:
same number specifying an actual year of separation)
(N=15).
indicated the relative importance of these motives. The
• Always independent
multiple priorities among motives selected by various
• Always a college
respondents are complex, of course, but clustering
• Was never a department in a college
helps to isolate broad patterns. Specifically, as summa• None—this is a newly founded school
rized in Figure 3, cluster analysis generates three dis• Graduate school
tinct patterns of motives.2 The range and mean of the
responses suggest the level of concern for a particular
Figure 2a also indicates that CIT schools are more
prevalent than colleges. Even though the new units dif- 2No cluster configuration that yielded a singleton cluster was accepted. Within that
the three-cluster solution produced the highest average silhouette width.
fer in both how they were created and in the nature of constraint,
The same three clusters are produced by both the hierarchical agglomerative and
the present unit, they are highly similar in their report- K-Means partitioning methods.
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Subjects (2002)

Subjects (2001)

Information Studies

Technology Systems

Information Management

Data Mining

Distributed Systems

Robotics

Network Technology

Natural Languages

Human-Computer Interaction

Information Security

Computer Graphics

Privacy, Ethics

Computer Graphics and Animation

Entertainment and Health Informatics

Applied Science

Bioengineering

Scientific Computing

Computational Biology

programs that separated relatively early
(1988 and 1995), and now produce
more than twice as many credit hours
as the next largest programs. These schools agree that their
size prior to separation dwarfed sibling departments without a corresponding increase in resources (Overblown
Department). From a policy viewpoint, it seems likely they
experienced the problem of growth outrunning resources
earliest. They were, in effect, initiators in motivating the

Table 2. Subject
areas offered (two
surveys).
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Count
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Engineering, Science
Library, Info Science
Arts and Sciences
None

College from which Present Unit Separated

Subject Area

motive (see the legend embedded in Figure 3), while
the standard deviation provides insight on the level of
consensus within the cluster. A standard deviation of
zero indicates complete agreement on a particular
motive.
Not surprisingly, the smallest cluster has the greatest
consensus. Specifically, both respondents regard
Overblown Department as the motive of critical concern, and other motives are of slight or minor concern.
As would be expected, the largest cluster is more diffuse
in its priorities. However, all agree that Turfing is of
only slight concern, and five of the six respondents consider Mission Breadth to be of critical concern. The
middle cluster has a consensus that Mission Breadth is
of critical concern, but (unlike Large) also consider
Turfing and Zero-Sum to be of high concern.
While the clusters are based on patterns of separation motives, they are related to other factors as well.
Applying analysis of variance3 to previously discussed
variables reveals the relationship between the motive
clusters and several analyzed variables is statistically significant, specifically the variables Majors, Credit Hours,
Year of Separation, and Operating Budget. The relationship between Credit Hours and the motive clusters
is significant beyond the 0.001 level, unusual strength
for such a small sample. More generally, these results
suggest there is a substantive relationship between the
motives for separation and operational characteristics of
the separating unit.
A closer examination of these relationships reveals other
patterns of interest. The Small cluster is composed of two

Educational Technology
Electronic Commerce
Information and CS
Telecommunications
Software Engineering
Library Science
Information Technology
Information Systems
Information Sciences
Informatics
Information
Engineering
Computing
Computer Engineering
Computer Science
Artificial Intelligence
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(top) Figure 2a. Present
need to separate.
unit, and the college from
In addition to the motives which it separated (N=19).
suggested by the questionnaire, (bottom) Figure 2b. Subject
areas by number of
in both years respondents were schools/colleges
(N=20).
invited to provide additional
motives. The diversity of these responses, summarized
in the bullet points listed below,4 provides a sense of the
variegated histories underlying the emergence of CIT
schools and colleges.

• The library school was closed down. My school was
created to replace it.
• The interdisciplinary program was created from
whole cloth.
• The university identified the area as strategically
vital, and faculty committees recommended.
• At [our institution], we are taking three departments
(CS, Software Engineering and Information Technology) from an existing college, and forming a new
college of computing from them. It will have about
20% of the student body and is still growing fast …
• Government legislated the amalgamation of two
universities into one …

3

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is used to explore the influence of a categorical variable upon continuous variables. To view detailed output of this analysis, see:
coc.cs.unlv.edu/ANOVAresults/.

4

The 12 individual responses summarized in the bullet points are quoted as submitted except for the excision of identifying references.
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• Student revolt
• We had 90% of all majors in the College of Science
and Liberal Arts
• Presidential vision
• A bold statement of a new direction, expansion and
transformation.
• …“mission visibility and focus”—units needed to be
recognized as forming a mega-discipline, for example, computing and focus on “computing” in the
same way all engineers focus on “engineering”
• Chancellor wanted a new unit with specific mission
so as to be able to allocate and attract resources; IT
College concept to make one-stop shop.
• Two smaller units combined to create a school with
new direction and focus.

The Emerging CIT Paradigm
The data reported here indicates there is a paradigm
shift in how CIT programs are being organized. New
schools and colleges are being created at an accelerating
rate, and this is clearly not a chance occurrence. The
data suggests these innovating programs face similar
problems, and have similar motivations for their reorganization. Analysis of emerging units suggests there
are several motive clusters, and these are related, at a
statistically significant level, with vital operational variables such as number of majors and credit-hour production. The strength of these relationships is
especially striking given the small number of responses
included in the calculation.
It is our experience that the addition of new CIT
cognate areas is being driven more by external stakeholders and new constituencies than by interests within
Motive
Starvation
Syndrome
Overblown
Department
Turfing
Zero-Summing Problem
Mission Breadth

Description
Unfavorable/inequitable resource allocation within
existing university structure
Size dwarfed sister departments without
commensurate increase of influence/resources
More established departments refused to relinquish
resources even when justified by economic reality
Needed reallocation of resources politically infeasible
Unit had broader mission than peer departments,
than supervising unit could accommodate, and
difficulty migrating to interdisciplinary focus

the academic community. To
illustrate, genomics within bioinformatics was originally driven by
the availability of NIH funding from the human
genome project, and complemented by the initiatives
of entrepreneurs. The same may be said of computer
graphics and animation, robotics, data mining, and
many other areas. Rapidly expanding or emerging areas
must have access to research and innovation, as well as
professionals with unique or enhanced skill sets, to real-

Table 3. Five
possible motives for
unit separation.
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ize their potential. This demand is the fuel that powers
the rapid creation of new academic projects, programs,
and, ultimately, disciplines.
In fact, the goals and objectives of these emerging
units are defined less by discipline than by the level of
institutional responsiveness. Informally, it appears that
the continual development and growing availability of
Motive
Starvation
Overblown
Turfing
Zero-Sum
Breadth

Range
1-2
1-2
1-1
1-3
2-3

Mean
1.33
1.67
1.0
1.5
2.83

SD
0.52
0.41
0.0
0.84
0.41

Large (N=6) Breadth. Slight Turfing
Motive
Starvation
Overblown
Turfing
Zero-Sum
Breadth

Range
1-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
3-3

Mean
2.25
2.25
2.75
2.75
3.0

SD
0.96
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.0

Medium (N=4) Breadth,
Turfing, Zero-Sum
Motive
Starvation
Overblown
Turfing
Zero-Sum
Breadth

Range
1-1
3-3
1-1
1-2
1-1

Mean
1.0
3.0
1.0
1.5
1.0

SD
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.71
0.0

Small (N=2) Overblown;
Slight: Starvation, Turfing, Breadth

Response

Level of Concern

1
2
3

Slight
Moderate
Critical

Figure 3. Three motive
novel information technologies
clusters (N=12).
creates pressures for innovation
within the university, and frequently these pressures are inadequately addressed by
inflexible, traditional disciplinary structures and
boundaries.
As an illustration, the emergence of bioinformatics is
often motivated by academic issues of considerable currency that are neither being addressed by biology nor
the computing sciences. Similarly, information assurance and security curricula, generated by a combination of practical concerns, mathematics and
technological innovation, originally had no place in
conventional curricula. E-commerce spans computing,
business, policy sciences, economics, humanities, and
the fine arts, without being anchored in any one of
them. In each of these cases, traditional academic organization leaves homeless mission-critical subject areas
of the future.
The data reported here indicates a number of progressive and aggressive universities are willing to eliminate academic barriers impeding the responsiveness to
the demands of new constituencies and reorganize their
programmatic offerings and research foci. Their objectives include accommodating the evolving interests of
internal and external stakeholders, redefining their missions in order to aggressively pursue understanding of

the intellectual implications of new realities, and producing the greatest potential social benefits. The futures
of these universities are to be built upon recombinant
disciplines rather than entrenched academic silos.
For those willing to proceed down this path, there is
considerable risk but, at the same time, there are enormous opportunities. Those universities that can successfully anticipate this computational ‘fitness
landscape’ will enjoy a considerable competitive advantage over those that waste time and energy trying to
repurpose traditional disciplines that are ill-suited to the
task. No one can be sure where the greatest benefits of
the present intellectual upheaval may ultimately be
found, but openness and adaptability appear to be key
to navigating through technology uncertainty and academic misalignment.
As evidenced by the variegated strategies and directions described by our respondents, CIT appears to be
in the upheaval phase of an academic punctuated
equilibrium [4]. The next set of issues will be to organize the new colleges in a coherent, sustainable way.
Given the range of disciplines, priorities, and localities, initial structures are apt to be diffuse and subject
to further evolution. Without a reflective dialogue
among the relevant disciplines and constituencies,
there is a danger of fragmentation and instability,
resulting in a rolling paradigm shift that fails to converge. Accordingly, elicitation of such a dialogue is
one of our underlying objectives.
The reorganization of CIT colleges and schools will
be complex, and decision makers will face many
choices and trade-offs. As evident from the data
reported here, university priorities and CIT unit history
vary widely. Notwithstanding such differences, all CIT
colleges will need to clarify three types of relationships,
specifically, between CIT and: its original home (or target academic community); the applied sciences (for
example, public policy, business, health, law enforcement), many of which have links to stakeholders and
constituencies that are external to the universities; and
the basic sciences.
The prior departments of emerging CIT units come
from various colleges (arts and sciences, engineering,
library science, and business), and/or serve emerging
constituencies. Regarding this first, it is frequently an
act of creative synthesis to integrate the needs of these
constituencies into a common program. A balance is
necessary between the unique requirements of prior
disciplinary priorities and opportunities inherent in
convergent synergies. This is true even if the new program was intentionally designed to meet specific,
emerging needs.
Informatics is a concept that is diversely relevant to
the applied sciences, and thus to the second relation-

ship. Specialized forms of informatics have been developed to facilitate decision making in areas such as medicine, health, battlefield management, law
enforcement, and entertainment [5], and the list can
only be expected to grow. Because of stakeholder interest, applied areas provide one of the faster growing CIT
cognate areas.
Another growing area of outreach is based on the
third relationship, between CIT and the basic sciences.
Computational physics, with its requirement of parallel
numerical models, has become the prototype for computation science, the generic description of the melding
of applied computer science and a substantive area.
However, the needs of each scientific discipline are
unique. Bioinformatics provides another distinct exemplar of a CIT cognate area, with a different set of computational requirements. Although social informatics is
at a less mature stage than its counterparts in the natural sciences, recent work in multiagent simulation [6]
suggests computational social science as another potentially fertile focus for interdisciplinary CIT.
Regardless of disciplinary focus, the relationship
between CIT schools and basic and applied sciences has
the potential to provide a common organizational
structure. Local interdisciplinary cooperation will permit development of technical, methodological departments that provide support to the relevant disciplines
while, at the same time, retaining a specialized computational research program.
The three relationships are somewhat intertwined,
of course. Many policy science models depend upon
and would benefit from advances in basic science informatics. A focus on homeland security, for example,
could easily draw on computational models from the
physical, biomedical, and social sciences [7]. However,
in prioritizing the focus of their evolving programs,
CIT decision makers inevitably must address issues of
how best to fuse such resources.
There will also be complementarities that are identified as mutually reinforcing. As one example, natural
language and Web semantics have the potential to span
artificial intelligence and the policy sciences. The affinities between genomics and data mining serve as another
example. These complementarities, and others like
them, provide potential foci for program priorities, topics for ongoing professional dialogue and eventual CIT
organizational and curricular standards.

Conclusion
In the August 2001 issue of Communications, Peter
Denning, a past president of ACM and chair of its education board, reported that “An important movement is
taking place on campuses. This is the movement to
organize IT schools. It is a welcome development in the
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movement to form an IT profession. This movement
is gaining a momentum that overcomes the territoriality of traditional academic departments…Ten years
ago it would be anathema to consider such a program.
Now it’s about to become mainstream” [3]. Our survey
supports this conclusion.
Computing and information technology is undergoing a demand-side transformation in the way its curricula are organized and delivered. The relevance of
computing for many ancillary disciplines and a number of cross-disciplinary areas has resulted in the projection of computing content into new and different
organizational forms. Frequently, the mission of such
innovative areas includes strategic research partnerships

A Survey of CIT Schools and Colleges
The data analyzed in this study was collected
through the sponsorship and cooperation of the
Computer Research Association. An initial set of
respondents was identified using a previously
assembled email contact list and a preliminary
dataset was collected through an online questionnaire. These results were reported to the CRA Information Technology Deans’ Workshop in August 2001
[2] and are available on the Web at:
ccr.i2.nscee.edu/coc/.
Subsequently, the pool of respondents was
expanded and the questionnaire was extended and
refined. A total of 22 representatives responded on
behalf of their programs.* The questionnaire comprised four parts:
• General information about the CIT unit
• Questions about the prior status of the CIT unit
before it became a separate college
• Questions relating to the motivation for forming a separate unit (vs. remaining a department or program
• Questions relating to the current administration of the college
To foster clarity in the narrative, the present
discussion departs from the strict order of the
questions on the survey. As in the first study, data
was collected using an online questionnaire, which
is available along with all survey questionnaires,
raw data, and Powerpoint summaries at:
ccr.i2.nscee.edu/coc/. c
*Not all respondents answered all questions. Since non-responses are not included
in the statistics and graphs reported here, the number of cases in the various tables
and figures varies from 12 to 21. The statistical tests used to analyze the data are
descriptive, rather than inferential.

with external stakeholders.
A growing organizational response to this proliferation has been for universities to create CIT schools and
colleges, often with unusual names, and unprecedented
mandates, which synthesize and reassemble programmatic offerings. Frequently, such units have been
achieved by existing departments separating from existing colleges, but sometimes it is the result of merger, or
the design of an entirely new unit. The impetus to reorganization has most commonly been either growth that
outruns available resources, or a mission broadened
beyond what can be accommodated within a traditional department. Through whatever realignment
process, conventional academic structures and boundaries have been redefined and, thus, softened or
eliminated.
The present analysis has documented this radical
organizational realignment. As Abbott [1] has shown,
the emergence of a new field is frequently fluid,
inchoate, and diversely defined until the process of selforganization matures. It is our intention and hope that
the patterns reported here will be helpful to academic
decision makers who are working together to achieve
an effective and sustainable organization of the computational and information sciences in academe. c
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